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Congress
Headed
By Lovely

10 CENTS A COPY

New Dorm Plans
Made For 59 '60

Dennis Lovely was elected student body president
in Student Council elections held last Wednesday
in Alumni Hall, as
1023
students went to the polls.
Lovely, with a 378 count,
bested his rivals Jack Sears and
Joe Lyons Lovely is the only
Congress veteran among the
three candidates
Bucklin Edges Opponents
The vice-presidential contest
Wii taken by Don Bucklin who \
edged out opponents Bob Lie
bowitz and Joe Cianciolo by a
close 15 vote margin. Bucklin
remarked that he would try to
aid in the building up of the
importance of the Congress and
try to see it play an even more
important role in school affairs.
:
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The race for the secretariat
was predicted to be a close
struggle between sophomores
Bob Oppel and Dave Duffy.
Both men had been returned to
I he Congress for the second
time Oppel pulled ahead of
Duffy 533 to 482.
Healey Over Madden
The contest for the office of
treasurer between Dermot Healey and Bernard Madden was
taken by Healey with a majority of 580 to 390 votes.

" D E L I L A H WAS A FLOOZIE," sings Liz August in the role
of Diamond Kale. For the Cowl's review of the Pyramid
Players presentation of "Girl Crazy" see page four.

Twelve Hundred Attend
'Girl Crazy' Production
Approximately 1200 enthusiastic theater-goers attended the
Pyramid Players' production of
George Gershwin's "Girl Crazy''
last Friday and Saturday nights
The play was held at RISD
auditorium with over 400 persons in attendance Friday night
and more than 700 present on
Saturday.

Rev. Robert A Morris. O P .
moderator of the Players and
production supervisor of "Girl
Crazy," stated that he was "very
pleased with the efforts of the
cast and the reactions of the
audience. The cast received
seven or eight curtain calls
both nights and this seems to hi
to be an indication that the
audiences enjoyed fine entertainment.''
In regard to each night's
production. Fr. Morris asserted
that "although Friday night was
fine, the performance on Satur
day night was even better "
Director Leonard H. Gamache was also very favorable in
md father of six children, has his comments concerning the
seen duty in the Far East and play.
is currently in Europe.
Maj. Murch is a graduate of
the University of Alabama. '39.
Honors Committee
and the American Institute of
Members Named
Banking. '42. He was the AsDr. Paul van K . Thomson
sistant Professor of Military
Science and Tactics at La Salle. will head a recently appointed
Military
Academy, Oakdale, committee aimed at formulatN . Y. He is presently with the ing a plan of study for the
Visitor's Bureau at Fort Shafter, arts honors students in the
third and fourth years.
Hawaii.
Other committee members
Capt Paul C. Listro is a 1950
graduate of the US Military will be Rev. Royal J . Gardner,
Academy. Before receiving this O.P., associate Registrar, and
Rev. John F. Hinnebusch,
assignment he served as a Com
O.P., of the history departpany Commander in Korea.
Capt. Norman C. Farrar. ment.
Dr. Thomson, English inArmor USA, is a graduate of
the University of Massachu- structor and author of the
setts and the father of three recently published book "Why
I Am A Catholic," commented
children.
Another addition to the staff that the committee would
will be announced at a later work between now and next
fall "to develop an extended
date.
Col. Barnett has been reas- program for honors students
signed to Germany. He had in the arts concentrations
originally planned to be trans- which will carry over into the
ferred to France. Also leaving third and fourth year."
Comment on the possible
for Germany is Maj Del Corso.
who will be going the first part nature of the advanced honors
program was declined by Dr.
of September.
Maj. Martin will be trans- Thomson, who observed that
ferred to Taiwan, Formosa, and it was for purposes of exploraCapt. Shannon is currently tion that the committee was
formed.
awaiting his orders.

Barnett, Del Corso To Transfer;
R0TC Announces Reorganization
Changes in next year's staff
have been announced by the
ROTC department of the College. It was made known that
Col. Norman P Barnett, Inf.,
USA, A.B., and Capt. Donald
J. Shannon, Inf., USA, B.S., and
Maj. Andrew A. Del Corso, Inf.,
USA. A.B., will be transferred.
They will be replaced by Lt.
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COL. NORMAN BARNETT
Col. Lawrence V. Troiano, Inf.,
USA, Maj. Robert E. Murch,
Inf., USA. Capt. Paul C. Listro,
Inf., USA, and Capt. Norman C.
Farrar, Armor, USA.
Col. Troiano will replace Col.
Barnett as Professor of Military
Science
and
Tactics. Col.
Troiano, graduate of CCNY

The arrangements of dormitory accommodations
for the academic year 1959-60 has been announced by
Rev. James M. Murphy, O.P.. Dean of Men. All students
residing away from home will live on campus in the
residence halls.
The seniors will be the first to live together in order to beclass to room in the newly come indoctrinated into college
erected Raymond Hall. The jun- life as a group.
"Aquinas Hall is the only resiior class will remain in Stephen
Hall, and the sophomores will dence hall large enough to accontinue to reside in St. Jo- commodate the freshmen residents, who are expected to numseph's.
ber approximately 230."
Group Life For Frosh
Desired 'Status Quo'
According to Father Murphy,
Also cited as a determining
the primary reason for adopting
this arrangement was to permit factor in the set-up was the
the freshmen resident students general desire of the classes of
'61 and '62 to remain in their
present locations. Earlier, stu-

Commencement Ball
To Highlight Weekend
Commencement
Weekend,
the seniors' last social affair,
will take place Friday and
Saturday. May 29 and 30, according to co-chairmen Len
Clingham and Gerry Murphy.
Rhodes-on-the-Pawtuxet will
be the scene of theh Commencement Ball, on Friday
night. A reception and cocktail hour will begin at 7:00.
Dinner, beginning at 7:30
P in will feature a choice of
lobster or swordfish. Billy
!',...,
orchestra will provide
dancing until 1:00 a.m.
Saturday will see the Senior
Picnic, featuring plenty of refreshments, organized and unorganized recreation, and even
a jazz combo to provide music
for dancing. The site has not
yet been selected.
Concluding the Weekend
and activities of the class of
'59 as a class, will be the traditional Baccalaureate Mass.
Tickets, priced at $9.00, will
go on sale this week in the
ticket booth in Harkins Hall.

FATHER MURPHY
dents of Stephen Hall submitted
a petition in which they requested to be permitted to stay
in their present residence next
year.
Father Murphy pointed out
that it was the policy of the
Administration to grant, wherever possible, student requests
which promote general welfare
and contentment.

Friars Club Selects Members;
Walsh Chosen New President
The PC Friars Club, official
student hosts of the College,
held their annual election of
new members and officers on
Monday night. May 10, in the
cafeteria annex.
Officers for the coining year
are headed by Charles Walsh,
pre-med student from Brooklyn.
N. Y., who was chosen as president. Thomas P. Moore, Madison, N . J., math major, was
elected vice-president. The secretary will be James Geary,
political science major from
Lowell, Mass.
Kennedy Named Treasurer
John F. Kennedy, math major
from Croton-on-the-H u d s o n,
New York, was chosen as treasurer. Economics major James
Cooney from Providence will
be the sergeant-at-arms.

Among the seniors of next
year that were chosen as members was Dennis Lovely, newly elected Student Congress
president. Also picked were
John McPoland and Phil Reilly
Sophomores
chosen include
David Duffy. Brian A. Mullaney. and Robert K. Owens.
Six Frosh Picked
Six freshmen were elected
members, based on their first
year here at the College.
Those named include Patrick
D r e w r y , Brian Hennessey.
James Kerls. John R. Manley.
William Scanlon. and Matthew
Barry.
Members were elected in a
descending
ratio
of 40%
seniors, 30% juni ors, 20%
sophomores and 10% freshmen.
(Continued on Page 6)
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MEMO FROM THE EDITOR:
Collegiate Potpuorri . . . .
October was a big month for editorializing last year. . • .
The favorite topic in this sheet
that month was the cut (oops!) absence
system. Writers here mulled over a number of alternatives and came up with what
the writer thought to be a workable proposal.
In essence the paper's editorials
on the subject called for a moderate unlimited absent set-up for honors achieving students. . . .
That suggestion may have come too
late to have been installed in the current
academic year, but i t ' s probable that i t
w i l l be ignored next year also. . . .
However, what the paper put forth
was intended to be only the students*
solution to a problem that they thought
existed. Out in Indiana last week, Valparaiso University released the results
of its own survey in regard to the same
subject.
University officials there polled
their faculty and what those educators
thought certainly struck a blow against
the COWL'S tendencies.
First off, 60% of the faculty
thought non-compulsory attendance would
be detrimental to students. . . .
. . . 70% opposed having pilot
classes to test non-compulsory attendance in lower division classes.
. . . 5 out of 7 declined to volunteer
their freshman classes for such a t r i a l .
. . . 5 out of 7 favored pilot studies
in upper division courses. . . .
With that showing, i t can be said
that Valparaiso won't employ the unlimited cut system in the near future.
And that w i l l add fuel to the many who
would oppose such a system here.
DALE FAULKNER

SPIKED SHOE

CLUB

The Spiked Shoe Club will
hold its annual Communion
Breakfast on May 17, according
to Bill Horridge, chairman for
the event. Mass will be celebrated at 9:00 a.m. in St. Joseph's Chapel. The breakfast
will be held at 10:30 a.m. at
Rex's Tavern, 1113 Charles St.,
North Providence.
PHI

CHI OFFICERS

Donald Brown was elected
president of the Phi Chi Club
last Thursday, May 7, at the
Club's annual banquet.
Other officers elected were
John Babiac, vice-president, and
Robert Emma, secretary-treasurer. Elected as officers of the
affiliated
organization,
The
American Chemical Association,
were Roland Bouffard, chairman; William Cummings, vicechairman; John Sousa, secretary, and Albert Smith, treasurer.

Lengthy Session Marks
Final Congress Meeting

By ED FOGERTY
The Student Congress meeting held on May 4 continued for almost three hours as several major points
of discussion, reports and resolutions came to the floor.
Issues on the agenda included ,
" "solution to collect dues
the ring committee reports, a i
» ' activities from inv o l u t i o n to add the w o r d l , " ' " . »
• " ,
'
"Providence" to the blazer, ' establish an award for the outquestion as to whether ap-1 landing I
pointed representatives could
'
Standard Ring Adopted
run for a Student Congress ofThe ring committee report
read by Ed Keegan on the ring
standardization was unanimously accepted. A l l rings will have
a standard base and left shank
and seal. The other side will
be left up to the discretion of
the individual class in order to
The Carolan Club hosted the provide school and class disfamilies of resident students tinction.
A resolution introduced by
at its annual Communion Breakfast on Sunday, May 10. Two congressman Charles McAree,
hundred ninety-three students '61, for the addition in some
and guests attended the affair. simple manner of the word
The Very Rev. Robert J. "Providence" on the blazer, was
Slavin, O.P. President of the defeated in an extremely close
College, celebrated Mass in St. contest. The blazer committee
Joseph's Chapel. Fr. Slavin had previously reported that it
welcomed the guests to the would be inadvisable to make a
campus, extending special greet- change at this time. James
ings to the mothers in the Baker, the designer of the crest,
group, and delivered a sermon felt that it would destroy the
on The Challenge to Christian symmetry of the whole device.
Sailing Endorsed
Truth in Our Day and Age."
McAree also introduced a
Breakfast was served in
Alumni Hall Cafeteria following the Mass. Rev. James
Murphy, O.P., Dean of Men, Soph Picnic Tuesday
acted as toastmaster.
The class of '61 will conRector Addresses Group
clude its social activities for
Rev. John P. Gerhard, O.P., this year with a class picnic
rector of Stephen Hall, was at 2:00 Tuesday afternoon,
the principal speaker. He dis- May 19 at the Lincoln Woods
cussed the social aspects of
picnic area, Stewardship for
living in a Catholic college dor- the affair has fallen to Paul
mitory, stressing the Catholic Bartolomeo and Ken Quirk.
educator's interest in the nonClass president Charles
academic life of the student. McAree observed, "this is a
Applying a quote from Pope fine way to conclude a sucJohn XXIII, Fr. Gerhard stated cessful year with a final get
that the rector's role requires together of the entire class.
one "to see all, to correct lit- The fact that our treasury is
tle, and to overlook much."
very solvent will permit us
When
demonstrating
that to provide soft drinks and
dorm life is above all a happy food for those who attend."
life, he recalled several stuMcAree noted that this afdent adventures (or perhaps fair will be a free stag outmisadventures) which evoked ing open only to members of
HISTORY C L U B ELECTS
the class of '61.
Elections for the coming laughter from his audience.
school year were held at the
final meeting of the History
Club on Tuesday, May 5. Elected
president
for
19591960
school year was Joseph G. Gavreau, history major from Lewiston, Maine. Selected for the remaining posts were junior Peter
F. Harrington from Pawtucket,
as secretary; sophomore John J.
Partridge of Pawtucket, as vicepresident, and sophomore John
J. Hurley from Arlington, Mass.,
as treasurer.
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Carolan Parents
Hear Fr. Gerhard

resolution recommending to the
Administration that the Sailing
Club be recognized as a varsity
organization. This was passed
immediately without discussion.
Congressman McAree introduced a third bill sharply criticizing the candidacy for Student Congress offices of representatives who were appointed
and not elected to said Congress.
In a hectic verbal debate
questioning the legality of the
election laws it was decided to
refer the question to a constitutional ammendment next year.
Congress Award Voted
Congressman David Duffy introduced a motion to establish
a yearly award to the outstanding congressman of the
year. He noted that the purpose of this move was to instill
a greater interest in the Congress. This motion was questioned by Congressman Robert
Oppel, who feared that it might
turn into a political football
among the members of the Congress who would do the choosing.
However, Duffy's motion was
carried when it was explained
that the award would be chosen
after April, following the elections, and because of the spirit
that it would provide among
the members.
Goetz Proposes Tax
Charles Goetz, treasurer, read
the financial report and proposed a bill to permit the Student Congress to officially collect a $1.00 fee from each incoming class beginning with
the present freshman class.
The purpose behind this bill
was to insure collection of
what will be the Student Congress's only source of revenue.
This social activities fee will
exempt clases entering before
1958. The bill provides strict
enforcement regulations. Goetz
observed that this bill must be
passed and heavy penalties imposed if not complied with, be(Continued on Page 6)

THINGS G R O W TALL OUT IN CALIFORNIA
But Jim Hadnot
Likes P C A i r
•••
By

GREATER BOSTON

CLUB

Peter F. Bergen, economics
major from Medford, Mass., was
chosen as president of the
Greater Boston Club for the
coming scholastic year in elections held last Monday, May 11.
The vice-president picked was
Peter F. Wall, business management major from Medford. John
R. Green, accounting major
from Brookline was chosen as
secretary. Freshman Edwin KimAQUINAS SOCIETY
ball, letters major from MedThe final meeting of the ford, was elected as treasurer.
Aquinas Society will be held
this evening at 7:30 p.m. in the
Guild Room of Alumni Hall. P E R S H I N G R I F L E P I C N I C
Guest speaker at the meeting
The Pershing Rifles will finish
will be Mr. Zygmunt J . Friede- up this year's activities with a
mann of the political science de- picnic to be held at the Lincoln
partment, who will lead a dis- Woods next Tuesday afternoon.
cussion on "Nietsche and His May 19. Elections were held last
Teachings." Rev. John P. Reid, Tuesday, May 5, and Lt. David
O.P., moderator of the group, Ellis, a junior from New Haven,
wishes to draw attenion to Conn., was chosen as Company
the switch in location.
Commander.

J O H N J.

HURLEY

Jim Hadnot is one person
that I look up to. And that's
the truth In more ways than
one.
The 6'9" freshman welcomed
this interviewer into J-201. After admiring his matchcover
collection, I started at an unusual place, his beginning,
started at an unusual place, his
beginning.
James Weldon Hadnot was
born in Houston, Texas, on January 15, 1940. At the age of
three, Jim moved to Oakland,
California, where he has lived
with his family ever since.
Along with three sisters, there
is also one seven year old
brother, now only 3' 11", who
may be on the class of '76
roster.
Greatest Thrill
Though All-California and
All-America in his senior year
at MyClymonds High, Jimmy's
greatest thrill came when he

that he "would look for a good
school."
Bill and Bob concluded that
the Friars, with Coach Joe Mullaney, and the College as a
whole were among the tops, if
not the top, in the East. They
made a good decision according
to the Big Man.
"I am happy with the school;
the Dominicans are great, and
(Continued on Page 6)

Armed Forces Day
Scheduled Here

—COWUoto by Petersen

JIM HADNOT
was picked to his first A l l Tournament Team in Reading,
Calif. He was also MVP.
(Naturally!)
Now, influenced by a high
school teacher and close friend,
Miss Dorothy Hindmarsh, to attain a college degree, Jim
looked about for a likely establishment. In his search he was
aided by a close friend of
the family, Bill Russell, and his
teammate Bob Cousy. Bill said

The ROTC department announces that this year the annual nation-wide
Armed
Forces Day is being observed
on Saturday, May 16. Providence College will have a
two-fold participation in the
Armed Forces Day celebration.
During this week from May
11 to May 16, the college chaplains are praying for the
Armed Forces at all religious
services.
A special Armed Forces
Day Mass will be held in Harkins Auditorium on Friday,
May 15, at 10:15 a.m. for both
veterans an.l ROTC cadets.
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S C H U L T Z IS
A M A N Y SPLENDORED T H I N G
Br|i]>>' Scliulli, boulevardier, mom tour, connoisseur, sportsman,
bon vivBiit, hail fellow well raet-in short, typical American
college man—smoke* today'* new Marlboro*.
"Why do you smoke today's new Marlboro*, heyT" a friend
recently asked Beppo Schulti.
"I smoke today's new Marlboro*." replied Beppo, looking up
from hi* 2.9 litre L-head Hotchkiss drive double overhead cam•haft British sports car. "boOMM they a n nrw."
"New?" mid the friend. "What do you mean—new?"
"I mean the flavor's great, the filler's improved, the cigarette
is designed for today's easier, hreeiier living," said Bcp|to.
"Like this 2.9 litre L-head Hntrhkise drive double overhead
camshaft British sports car?" asked the friend.
"Exactly," said Beppo.
"She* a beauty," said the friend, lookiiift admiringly at the
oar. "How long have you had her?"
"It's a male," said Beppo.
"Sorry," said the friend. "How long have you had him?"
"About a year," said Beppo.
"Have you done a lot of work on him?" asked the friend.
"Oh, have I not!" cried Beppo. "I have replaced the pushroda
with a Root* type supercharger. I have replaced the torque with
a synchromesh. I have replaced the tachometer with a double
aide draft carburetor."
"Gracious!" exclaimed the friend.
"I have replaced the hood with a l>onnet," said Beppo.
"Land o* GoshenI" exclaimed the friend
"And I have put stoves in the glove compartment," said Beppo.

PC Cadets

Numerous Fulbrights
ROTC Dept. Open For 1960 Grads
Honored By

honored and decorated in last
week's
annual
ceremony,
KiKhti-i-n
R Oreview
T C cadets
wero
in which over 500 cadets participated.
The reviewing party, which
inspected the ROTC Brigade,
consisted of The Most Rev.
Russell J. McVinney, D.D..
Bishop of Providence; The Very
Rev, Robert J. Slavin, O.P.,
President of Providence College: and Major Gen. Sidney C.
Wooten, commanding general
of the 13th U. S. Army Corps.

About nine hundred Fulbright scholarships for
graduate study or pre-doctoral research i n 27 different
countries w i l l be available for the 1960-61 academic
year.
1
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In addition to the Fulbright I _ , J
*
«
«esMry.
awards, scholarship* for sludy
« 's given to appliin Latin America under the In "
**
ter-American Cultural Convenf
P i o u s l y lived or
tion are also offered for 1980-61 .
Applications for both the Fu!
Applicants will be required to
bright and IACC awards will be submit a plan of proposed study
available on May 1. the Institute
carried out pro6tof International Education an- ' y within the year abroad,
The radeta and th« award* renounced today. H E administers Those who plan to take dependceived are a* lotto*
Ovist Col I..-. I: M
the both of these student programs
»
be asked to submit a
PC- PrmrtdM*1 • tropht for d u r t v - for
the U. S. Department of statement of their financial abilCM-. I—d—•flip, Initiative, and devotion to .lui • IA Cat Harry to. Sute.
I " to provide for their roundl-yttle the I V alumni aabre; and
Participating Countries
' P iransportation and maml.
dam.
Dean B Jotinaun. Stat* of
R 1 Adjutant General'> trophy
The
Fulbright scholarships nance,
Job neon'a outnpany aler> won the cover travel, tuition, books and
Those interested who are now
Bewt Company award
La. Col. Jam** K Crania, the maintenance for one academic enrolled students at PC should
R. 1 Commander). Military Order year. Countries participating in consult the Rev. Royal Gardner,
of
Port-inn W i n citation and
the
program
include
Argentina.
O.P.,
campus Fulbright adviser.
watch; Maj Jamee F. I l t n i n u i
Sons of v
!• • ii K \ . i - - n medal Australia. Austria. Belgium and
for « . d l w . « In military •ntaMM
Brazil. Burma, i
and Maj. Georrr R Brown, cold Luxembourg.
Uvuti-ntuit lam and cHatlon
Chile, China. Denmark. Ecuador.'
lA Out. Franc la E Honan. SS.
France,
Germany,
let Set Paul W Gretder. 'SO. CpL Finland.
Robert P. Otmthwol.
and Pvt Greece, Iceland, India, Iran,
i .i .'. r. i,. • A. Redmond, 'SI. re- Italy. Japan, Netherlands, New
ceived Department of the Army
Superior Cadet Award* for Mich Zealand, Norway. Peru, Philip"My, you have been the busy one," said the friend. "You
claaa. They were prevented H rl, pines, Spain, Turkey and the,
Freshman Weekend terminatribbons, citation, and accoi p . must be exhausted "
)i« Alumni Trophy.
United Kingdom. Awards for ed May 3 with • Mass in
"Maybe a trifle," said Beppo, with a brave little smile.
Tat Lt. John J. Otlfta, %», Sat. study in Ireland are also avail- Aquinas Chapel followed by
let CUuw Ttuimaw H. Knawpnlm. •««;
"Know what I do when I'm tired?" said the friend.
("pi. Thomas J. Bymea, 'SI; and able under an arrangement sim-. a
Communion breakfast in
l*vt. WaJter at Conn. ' « received ilar to the Fulbright program. | Alumni Hall at which Rev.
"light a Marlboro?" ventured Beppo.
a trophy
"rut pawe ecademlGeneral Requirements
(•ally In military acSeOCa.
"Oh, pshaw, you guessed " said the friend, pouting.
Frederick M. Jelly, O.P., spoke
.'ml Lit. David E n i l - waa preGeneral eligibility require-1 on 'The Real Meaning of True
"But it was easy," said Beppo, chuckling kindlily. "When the
•.•:•••! with Aaan. at U.S. Army
medal, lat Strt Howard J. Nolun ments for both categories of; Love."
eyelids droop and the musculature sags and the psyche is dereceived (he Itoatrve Officer Awn- awards are: (1) U. S. citizenship
ctatkm medal John Flnneny, Tom at time of application, (2) a; One
hundred
sixty - eight
pleted, what is more natural than to perk up with today's new
Bymea, Lawrence Redmond and
Marlboro?"
Walter Werner were Oral and aaa- bachelor's degree or its equiva- couples participated in the acond In auphomore and frertinu.n hi.:
tivities which commenced on
(3)
knowledge
of
the
lan"A great new smoke with better 'makin'a' and a great new
rlaaeea rmpertl vely In the Chirac.
Tribune competitive Individual drill guage of the host country suf- Friday evening with an infilter?" proclaimed the friend, his young eyes glistening.
ficient to carry out the proposed formal dance in Roger Williams
"Changed to keep pace with today's changing world I" destudy project and to communi- Park Casino. Vic Stephens'
clared Beppo, whirling his arms in concentric circles. " A cigacate with the people of the eight man band played for the
rette for a sunnier age, an age of greater leisure and more beckcountry, and <4) good health. A freshmen and their dates.
oning horisons!"
good academic record and demQueen Crowned
onstrated capacity for indepenNow, tired but happy, Beppo and his friend lit Marlboro* and
Among the highlights of the
festivities was the crowning of
smoked for a time in deep, silent contentment. At length the
The first authentic jan
the queen of Freshman Weekballet will be premiered at
friend spoke. "He certainly is a beauty," he said.
Glee Club Names
end at a semi-formal dance in
the Newport Jan Festival
"You mean my 2.9 litre L-head Hotchkiss drive double overHarkins auditorium. Miss Jan
this July. With book by
Valky
President
head camshaft British sports car?" asked Beppo.
Fleming ol Saint Croix. Virgin
Willy
Sandberg, premier
"Yea," said the friend. "How fast will he go?"
Joseph Valky was elected Islands was selected from five
dancer of the Royal Stock"Well, I don't rightly know," said Beppo. "I can't find the
holm Opera Company and Glee Club P r e s i d e n t by finalists by Arthur G. Boucher,
President.
eturu.-r. "
CIIIUMUHNVJUO
cholegraphy by Sandberg a sizeable majority as the club Student Congress
and the two famed jazi selected their officers for the Karol Zielinski escorted Miss
dancers, Al Minns and Leon 1959-60 season last Monday Fleming.
James, the ballet will feature evening.
The
orchestra of Art TanOther officers elected were credi
all three plus a female
received
enthusiastic
Joseph Pezzullo, vice-president: praise from many of the weekdancer to be selected.
If you're attcking with the good old non-filter cigarette, you
Gerard Noel, secretary; and enders for his performance at
The
jazz
ballet
will
be
can't do better than Philip Morri»—a mild, rich, tasty smoke,
John
Herrmann,
treasurer.
Andone to the music of the
the dance.
made by the people who make Marlboro:
Modern Jan Quartet's "Fon- gelo Mendillo was appointed by
Equally lauded were the
tesaa," a suite inspired by the executive board as the busithe Renaissance Commedia ness manager for the next sea- decorations in the auditorium
which provided an Oriental setdell' arte. The music tells ion.
ting
in keeping with the theme
The club's banquet is schedthe story of Pierrot. Plantaloon, Harlequin, and Colum- uled for Monday. May 18. at of Freshman Weekend. "Cherry
bine. In the jazz staging, Sullivan's Steak House, North Blossom Time." Mr. Boucher
according
to commented that the decorations
ALUMNI HALL
however, the story becomes Main Street,
that of
four hitchhikers present plans as announced by, were the most elaborate of any
2 Barbers
8 to 5 Mon. thru Friday
waiting by the side of the William Paolino. this year's he could recall seeing in Harkins Hall.
A n d y Corsini, Prop.
8 to 12 Noon Saturday
club president.
road for a car.
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Breakfast Ends
Frosh Weekend
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J a z z W o r k Premier
Slated For N e w p o r t

C A M P U S BARBER
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Editorials

WHAT'S
PLAYING?

Piloting the Plots. . .
The Cowl is more than glad to hear that Dr. Pau
Thomson is to head a committee which will study th«
expansion of the Honors Group Program into the junioi
and senior years. The task of arranging a program for
students in various concentrations is hardly an easy
one; but we expect that the committee will propose a
suitable solution.
The capabilities of Dr. Thomson and the members
of the committee he heads are so widely recognized aa
to defv comment on our part.
The honor students, or "Pilots.*' as they are popularly called, have more than justified the position of
those who believed in the advisability of the Honors
Group here at Providence College. The program has
been widely successful, and a good deal of the credit
for its success must go to those faculty members under
whose watchful eyes the program was administered.
Once again Providence College has put itself in the
educational forefront in inaugurating and supporting a
relatively new program, which is now getting more and
more support on the college level.
We look forward to the expansion of the honors
program, and are convinced that it will be more and
more fruitful in years to come. And as it does, the College will take another step forward.

Setting Sail . . .

i Albee: "fmitation of Life.''
| This excellent presentation of
; Fannie Hurst's novel continues
; to be a top-seller for the handkerchief industry. There isn't
' a dry eye in the place when the
curtain falls on Juanita Moore's
excellent
performance.
Tim
Hovey continues his captivating
self in co-feature
"Money,
Women and Guns."

Next time you drive under an over-the-highway
bridge . . . or pause to admire a huge water-spanner
. . . or read about a new bridge soon to go up . . . give
a thought to the days—only 500 years ago—when most
people thought a bridge could be built only with the help
of the Devil!

It was believed that the Devil
was lord of all the world's
waters and his blood boiled
every time they were crossed
by God's creatures. The saying
went that the Devil would deAvon: "Three Strange Loves." stroy any bridge not paid for
Once again Ingmar Bergman with a human soul. Whenever
has given a new approach to Irish peasants crossed a bridge,
the film industry. Though the they used to pray for the soul
plot may be weak, the excellent
I photography and directional de- of the builder because "Sure,
I vices more than make up for it. and the poor fellow must be
The co-feature " A Novel Aifair" roasting in hell!"
Nursery Rhyme Inspiration
is a delightful spoof on fiction
writers, as only the British
"London Bridge is falling
know how.
down, falling down" was once
close to the truth. It never
Loew's: "The Journey." Y u l actually collapsed, but it did
Brynner dons a Russian uni- sag dangerously because too
form of the new order in con- many houses and stores were
trast with his earlier effort in built on it. The famous bridge,
"The Brothers Karamazov." His begun in 1176, took 33 years to
portrayal as usual is excellent, build and was the center of
though the story seems to suf- London social life for 600 years.
fer from Deborah Kerr. Also
Bridges through the ages
playing is "Senior Prom," in were thus thought dangerous
honor of the class of '59.
things at best, and it wasn't until 1779 when the first iron
Majestic:
"The Black Or- bridge went up in Coalbrookechid." Anthony Quinn returns dale. England, that people began
from directing to give a good, to believe the Devil's powers
c h i l l i n g performance.
He over bridges and their builders
doesn't have to show Sophia
Loren anything, however. That
old
Alfred Hitchcock favorite
"To Catch A Chief" is the co- " G I R L C R A Z Y "
feature. Everybody's sweetheart
Grace Kelly is much more attractive to Cary Grant than any
old jewels.
;

The Sailing Club of Providence College has just
completed a most unique season. It is unique, because
for the second year in succession, the club has carried
the colors of the Alma Mater with no little success,
while at the same time N O T enjoying recognition as a
varsity sport.
This lack of recognition has hurt the organization
considerably. It has limited the activities of the club,
since registration fees are high, and no varsity status
means no school money. And perhaps even worse, the
club now finds itself in debt for a relatively large sum,
even after the club members have been paying their
own way all season.
A request for recognition, which can only be given
by the Athletic Department, has been tabled for discussion at a later meeting. We urge the members of
the department to afford recognition to the sailors,
Strand: "Alias Jesse James."
since they have demonstrated that their organization Jesse James died laughing from
is here to stay. Moreover, they have been highly suc- watching Bob Hope perform,
but apparently most of the
cessful.
movie-viewers are still around.
Poor Robert does have his problems, although Rhonda Fleming
tries her best to lighten them.
In the middle of the walk which extends along the "Tokyo After Dark" is the suseast side of Harkins Hall, there is a tree as beautiful penseful co-thriller.
as it is tall. The cement sidewalk divides at the base
of the tree, allowing passage on either side. Obviously, the men who built Harkins and those who constructed the walk took great pains to preserve for us a
tree which put them to considerable inconvenience.
Another view of the campus presents a rather unfortunate contrast. We say 'unfortunate/ because the
view is unpleasant, even though perhaps inevitable.
To the Editor:
The scene, of course, is Raymond Hall. If one drops up
The Senior class is to be
there soon, he may see a young maple standing alone,
congratulated for its excellent
surrounded by gnarled and broken stumps and branches. good tast in choosing an ironThe construction company has destroyed trees which work arch for the main enstood so far from the dorm that it is hardly conceivable trance to the College.
how they could possibly be in the way.
We
agree with the Editor
Modern builders, it seems, have a passion for de- that the "entrance is quite imstroying trees, And as a token of atonement, it seems, pressive as it stands." We take
they replace the awesome creations with blacktop, or sharp issue, however, with his
tiny shrubs and scrawny saplings.
statement that "an arch would
Of course, the world will roll on pretty much the hardly enhance its beauty."
same without the trees in front of the new dorm. But The Editor realized the folly of
it seems a shame to note that the care of workmen of these words, because in the
very next sentence he stated,
forty years ago is a lost art. And as Lincoln once said, "Even if it would help make
"I'm too old to cry, but it hurts too much to laugh."
the campus a little more attractive . . ." Thus, he realized
himself that it would. The fact
of the matter is that the gate
We cannot understand why the Student Congress as it stands now is unfinished.

Kilmer's Lament. . .

Squeeze Play . . .

voted down the proposal to hold freshman class elections
last. The fact that the frosh C A N have successful elections regardless of the time is beside the point. We
should be willing to give them as much help as possible.
It seems that the Congress was swayed by emotional rather than reasonable arguments. Such statements as "Everybody else can do it without help," and
"We don't coddle anyone around here," are hardly becoming of Congressmen.
We are disappointed.

Belial's Bridge Power' Ended;
Iron And Steel Did The Trick

In conclusion, we again praise
the Senior class. They chose
well. We hope that the damage
which the Editor sought to inflict, might be lessened by the
beauty of the arch, and that
each succeeding class will donate a link in the chain to
bring to conclusion the fine
work of the foresighted Class
Entered is second-class natter, November 6 1947. at the Put Office at of '59. We cannot, but lament
ProTldencr. Rhode Island, under the Art of March 3. 1879
the poor taste of the Editor.
Published meal? each full school week durmr the academic rear bj the
students interested in Providence Collrfe.
D. D. and S. C.

might be ended. Iron, they
thought, certainly seemed suited
to beat the Devil!
A century passed, and iron
bridges began to span rivers
and canyons all over the world.
But then, in the mid-nineteenth
century, when the railroad came
of age. the tragedies began. By
the 1870's the increasingly
heavy railroad equipment was
causing iron bridges to fall
apart at the rate of 25 a year.
It seeemed to be the Devil's
counterattack.
But the bridge builders were
ready. By this time engineering
knowledge was making rapid advances, and about the same time
a new and more economical
building
material
structural
steel—had appeared on the
scene Mr. Satan was to receive
a lasting licking!
"Davit's Era" Ends
In 1874 the world's first steel
arch bridge, the Eads Bridge,
soared across the Mississippi at
St. Louis. The "Devil's Era" had
ended. Steel had arrived, and
the long-span bridge was a challenge of the hour.

Players Stage Slick Production

Of

Sparkling Gershwin Music

By DONALD PROCACCINI
On May 8 and 9 the Pyramid Players presented
George Gershwm's "Girl Crazy" at the RISD Auditorium.
GERSHWIN'S musical come- role of "Frisco Kate." Unfordy, almost thirty years old, has tunately, what promised to be
lost none of its sparkle and ef- her show stopper, "I Got
fervescence. Though its story Rhythm," failed to calch fire.
is almost negligible, its diaThis again was due to lack of
logue cliche ridden, its music
is of such high caliber that it is projection and some singularly uninspired chorus work.
still an enormous favorite.
The Pyramid Players proArthur Boucher and Bernard
duction directed by Leonard Kelly were absolutely hilarious
Gamache and Rev. Robert in the comedy roles. Both are
Morris, O.P., was slick, fast quite adept at creating a warm,
paced and a visual delight. friendly atmosphere to enhance
The scenery was colorful and their considerable flair for huthe western costuming was mor. They were perfectly cast.
appropriately gaudy.
However, the lighting, espeBETTY
A R U D A , "Patsy
cially of the solo scenes, was
rather shoddy. At times the West," deserves highest praise.
engaging stage presence,
faces of the principals were Her
her
crystalline
projection of
hardly visible.
both the dialogue and the music
stamps her as an actress of accomplishment.
ALL
THINGS considered,
Ted Thibodeau was properthis production merited neither
excessive praise or serious pan- ly menacing as "Lank Saunning. The production was super- ders" and Angelo Zuccolo
lative, but the performances by deftly played his lesser role.
some of the actors were not of Bob Grathwol was effective
and articulate as "Sam Mahighest caliber
son" though he tended to be
The two principals, Robert rather heavy handed. A surAubuchon and Elaine Cairo, prise hit of the evening was
both possessing fine stage pres- A l Gellene as the proprietor,
ence, brought genuine sincerity who played his bit part with
to their roles, but played them bawdy tongue in cheek.
on an unnecessarily small scale.
They hardly projected their
An otherwise pleasant presenlines and songs. "Embraceable tation was almost spoiled by the
You," their duet, did not seem chorus who garbled and bumindicative of their best work.
bled their way through songs
As so often happens, some with which they were evidently
of the "minor" roles totally unfamiliar. Their singing of
eclipsed the major ones for "Bronco Busters" was almost
brilliance. Liz August, com- entirely unintelligible.
bining remarkable physical atThe orchestra under the ditribute*, bellowing voice, .mil rection of Joseph Conte did a
an exciting stage presence, credible job with a murderingly
reeled her way through the difficult score
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Schedule Of Semester Examinations

NOTE:
Examinations start at 8:00
a.m., 10:30 a.m., 1:00 p.m., 3:30
p.m.
I H k U T , MAY tt
Theology 103. Fr McAvey B-4
Theology 102, Fr MeHenry. Aud
rheolog) 11• .• Pr. Jelly. A-100
Theology 102. Fr O Conn*)], 107
Theology U'. Fr Vlllt, B-l and B-2
Fiim-niii.il 303. Fr. Danilowicz300
Education 303. Fr Quinn, 210
Pol. Science 404 Fr
SkehanA-12
Pol Science 312. Fr Skehan. A-12

Physics 102. Pr Murlmugh A-18
SATURDAY, MAY SI
Chimlilrr 30b. Mr Fineman, A-20
I llBg - 10:00 .in,
Xngllih 206. Mr D'Ambroalo. 217. 219 Sociology 404. Pr Ptttgerald 107
English 30B. Pr Dillon. 30J
Business 433. Mr Breen. B-S
Physics 30B. Dr Oor«. A-32B
Lalln 3IB. Pr Skalko, 307
Buslneaa 424. Mr. Cote, !••
Latin 303, Pr Skalko. 307
Franch 404. Mr Drana. 320
10:30 • l ( : N p m
I ' l l . 20». Mr Thomson. 216
History 104. Mr Deasy. 107
History 322. Mr Mullen. 217
History 104, Mt Mullln A-100
Chemistry 204. Mr Healy. A-12
H
104. Pr D. P Rellly. 210
Biology 104. Fr, Relchart. A-100
fn'i
• 410. Mr Murphy. B-l
Phytic!, 40S, Dr. Oorg. A-12
lOiHtl - I .'.Hi p.m.
Business 314. Fr Maateraon, B-]
Pol Science 320, Mr. Priedemann. 216
I 1. i i •
403, FT Qulnn, 220
French 104, Fr Roil. 310
Chemistry 104, Mr. Oalkowakl. A-100
Chemistry 104, Mr. MacKay. Aud.
French 202, Fr Cannon. B-l and B-2
Chemistry 302. Mr. Oalkowakl. A-100
French 104. Pr st Oeorge. A-100
Chemistry 304. Mr Hanley, A-12
French 102 Pr St Oeorge, A-100
English 326, Mr Thomaon, 215
French 104. Pr McDermoit, 107
Prench 102. Pr McDermoit. 107
Prench 202. Mr Dram. A-12
MONDAY. MAY 2.1
French 204, Mr Dram. A-12
K-.an - I <> (to a n .
•ermari 204, Mr Rosencald. 210
English 102. Mr Portln. A-100
Oerman 402. Mr Rosenwnld. 210
English 102. Pr R D. Rellly, 217
Oerman 404, Mr Roaenwald. 210
English 102. FT Kelly. 21S
Oerman 104. Mr Roienwald. 210
English 102, Pr. Ross, 214
Oerman 103. Mr. Roaenwald. 210
English 102. Pr Bond. 222
German 302. Pr Schmidt 300
English 102 Mr O'Arabroslo. 220
Qtrman 104. Pr Schmidt. 300
English 102. FT Moltoy. 311
Oerman 102. Pr Schneider. 311
English 102 Fr. Morris. Aud.
Italian 104. Mr Scoltl. B-S
English 102. Fr. Skellv. 300
Italian 102. Mr Seottl. B-S
English 102 Mr Thomson. 219
English 102. Pr Walker 221
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Pol Science 410. Mr. Joseph Breen. 107
History 308. Pr. Forater, B-S
Spanish 102. Pr R until, Aud
History 104. Pr. Bergkamp, B-4
Spanish 202. Pr Rubba. Aud.
Spanish 10J. Mr Vlvlani, Aud
10.111 - Ittta p.sa.
Spanish 104. Mr Vlvlani, Aud
Theology 402. Pr. McCormack. Aud.
Spanish 102. Pr Taylor. 220
Theology 402. FT Pallon. A-100
Spanish 402. Pr Jurgelaltls. 309
Theologv 402. Fr McBrien, 210
Spanish 401. Pr Jurgelaltla, 309
Theology 403. Fr Murphy. 214
Russian 102 Dr. Oora. A-20
Bu-lnes> 302. Mr. Bagley. B-4
Business 415, Mr Sullivan. B-3
Biology 202 Mr. Pish. A-12
History 406. Pr. Rellly. 308
!•...• ii.!•• • 312. Mr Prlsco. B-5 and B-l
i iMi - M a
English 212. Pr Donovan. Aud.
Mil Science 302. All Juniors. Aud
English 212. Fr Bond. 311
Mil Science 402. All Seniors. A-100
1

English
English
English
English
English

212.
312,
US,
312.
414.

Pr. li.;i. i. Aud.
Pr McOregur. 308
Mr Thomaon. 211
Fr Walker. 219
Pr. Molloy. 112

N i ' i ' . i i 415, Mr. Deasy, 219
philosophy 204, Fr Cunningham. A-100
Philosophy 204, I i W. D. Kane Aud.
Philosophy 204, Pr. Peterson. B-l. B-5
Economics Hi. Mr. Murphy. B-4
TUESDAY, MAY IS
M1
.MI • 111:01) ., n,
Theology 102. Pr. Sullivan. A-100
Theology 302, Pr. Mahler. Aud.
Theology 302, Pr. Ryan. 107
Theology 302. Pr. Walker, 220
Theology 302. Pr McCormack. 317
Philosophy 403, Fr McAvey, 308
Economics 333, Mr O'Brien. B-3
Mathematics 403. Pr Gallagher, 215
10:311 - li M p.m.
Phychulogv 320, Pr Reld, 107
Latin 313 and 102, Pr. Prout. 311
Philosophy 312, Pr Cunningham. 313
Philosophy 202, Pr. Eit.it. Aud
Philosophy 202. Pr. Heath, A-10O
Philosophy 202. Fr Jordan. B-5
Philosophy 202 Fr Reld. 107
Philosophy 202, Ft D C Kane. 220
Business 420. Mr Cote, B-4
l:»0 - ton pan.
Art 302. FT Hunt. A-100
Mathematic* 414. Mr King. 220
Military Scl 102.
• Abreu to Nanali. Aud.
Military Scl. 102.
iNardaccl to ZuSolettli. B-fi
»:«o - Btta stag.
Pol Science 442. Pr Maloney. 210
English 406, Fr Skalko. 107
Biology 405, Fr MeOonagle. A-12
Education 41B. Pr. Qulnn. 217
WEDNESDAY. MAY II
*:IHi - 111:0ft a-m.
History 102. Mr. Deasy. A-100
History 102, Fr, Forater. 210
HUtory 102. Pr. Hlnnebuscl B-l. B-5
History 102. Mr Miner. Aud.
History 406, Fr. D P. Rellly, 222
Physlca 202 Dr. Gora. A-12
Pfcjlsai 402. Dr oora, A-12
Phyncs 30B. Fr Halion, A-20
Economics 306. Fr Quirk, 107
in Ml - tUH p.m.
education 202, Mr McLaughlin Aud
Buslnes* 202 Pr. Maalerson. B-5
political Scl 302, Fr. Fleck, 220
Political Bel. 303. Mr Priedemann. 216
Greek 102. Pr Heasley, 214
Oreek 104. Fr Heasley, 214
Physics 102. Fr McOregor. A-12
Physics 103. Pr. Murtaugh. A-12
1:03 - 300 p av
Latin 104. Pr Prout. 311
Latin 106. FT Schnell. 310
Latin 102, Fr. Schnell. 310
Latin 202, Fr Schnell. 310
Mil Bel 202. iAdams to Quinni. Aud.
Mil. Scl 202. 'Quirk to Youngi. B-l
Economics 304, Pr. Quirk. A-100
English 410. Fr Donovan. 220
Sociology 403 Pr Murphy. 304

Biology 408, Pr. Serror, A-12
Biology 308, Fr. Serror. A-12
Biology 104, Pr. Relchart. A-20
Pol Science 304, Pr Skehan, 210
Chemistry 402. Mr Oalkowakl, A-1B
Mathematics 302. FT. Oallaghtr 214
Economics 404. Mr. O'Brien. Aud
economics 404. Mr Prlsco. A-100
Business 413. FT Maateraon. B-5
Business 305, Mr Breen. B-l
Chemistry 302. Mr. MacKay. A-12
THURSDAY, MAY 28
Sociology 301. Pr. Pltsgerald. 310
Sociology 301, Fr James, Aud.
English 408, Fr R. D. Rellly, JOB
Business 305. Mr Breen. B-4
Mathematics 106. Mr King, A-100
Mathematics 106, Mr Plynn. 303
Chemistry 404. Mr. Healy A-1B
Business 316. Mr Sullivan. B-l. B-S
10:30 - I2:3n p.sa.
Philosophy 408. Fr. Kenny And.
Philosophy 306, Fr. Gerhard. 107
Philosophy 306, Pr Fenny. Aud
Philosophy 306. Fr. D C Kane. A-100
Philosophy 306. Fr. Danllowici. A-12
Economics 412, Fr. Shanley. B-l. B-2
Pol. Sci. 402. Mr. Priedemann. 216
Mathematics 302. Fr. Gallagher, 218
Mathematics 202. Fr MeKenney. 220
Business 102. Mr. Bagley, B-S
Business 102. Mr Breen B-4
Business 102. Mr. Cote, B-l
Economics 414. Mr. Murphy 310
Political Science 202. Pr. Fleck. A-100
•iSJ - .1:30 p.m.
Sociology 201, FT. James. 306
Economics 202. Fr. Quirk, 300
Economics 202. Fr Shanley. 210
Economics 202, Mr. Murphy, 107
Economics 202. Mr. O'Brien, 319
Mathematics 102, FT. Hunt 214
Mathematics 102, FT. Gallagher 216
Mathematics 102, Mr King, 230
Mathematics 102 Mr. Plynn. 311
Mathematics 103, Mr Plynn. 311
Mathematics 104. Fr MeKenney. B-l
Mathematics 108. FT MeKenney. B-l
Mathematics 411. Fr McKenny, B-l
Chemistry 106. Mr Hanley. A-12
Biology 102. Mr. Donahue, A-100
Biology 102 FT. Relchart. A-20
Biology 102, Dr Krasner, A-18
3:30-9:80 s a .
Physics 106. FT. McGregor, 217
Physics 106 FT. Murtaugh A-18
Business 404. Mr FtiGerald, B-5
Philosophy 410, Fr. Kenny, 222
History 302, FT.Hinnebusch,220
NOTE:
I. Examinations start promptly at
- i > | . a.m.. 10:30 a.m., 1:0ft p.m.
and 3:30 pis.
In case or conflict, consult professors immediately.
3.

In eaae or serious Illness. Father
Jurgelaitia should be notified Immediately.
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HADNOT LIKES PC
(Continued from Page 2)
the guys on the whole are tops."
Majors in Economies
Here at PC Jim is an economics major, following in the
footsteps of this year's starting
five. He pulls C's for the most
part, and he states, "I am always striving hard to pull up
my marks."
Being the farthest-from-home
student ever to hit the campus,
there are naturally nights of
homesickness. Jim credits his
two "great" roommates John
Quinn and George Frese with
helping him out here.
"These two are tops," he
said, and then pensively added,
"however, unfortunately both
my roommates and I are always
broke."—A familiar story!
Dorm Life Pleases
Dorm life goes well, then,
with "the Californian." Though
social life and home remembrances may sadden him at
times, weekends in Massachusetts with buddy Bill Russell
are a big help.
"In the next few years I expect PC to become just as
much of a home to me," Jimmy added and smiled.
The Westerner takes well to
the East. He likes the people,
ihe NBA, the NIT and the many
sights. Of course, he delights
in telling how things grow a
great deal taller out in the
West. Yet, 5'7" highschool
sweetheart Barbara Moore is
still the one that holds the
Jimster's heart.
Big Year Ahead
Looking forward to playing

with Lenny and Johnny next
year, Jimmy is confident of being on the best team in the
East. This includes capturing
the NIT for the hoopster.
He also envisions another
NBA championship for the Hub,
as the Celtics are led by his
favorites Frank Ramsey and, of
course, Russell.
While basketball is his first
love. Jim is just as crazy as any
other college student over the
products of Hollywood.
He also hopes to join the Big
Brother movement here at the
College. As he puts it. "I get
a great kick out of little kids,
and maybe my 'little brother'
will make up for missing my
real one."
"My greatest ambition is to
meet the President of the
United States," Jim concluded.
Who knows, Jim, maybe meeting you someday will be his
greatest ambition, at your current rate.

Congress...
(Continued from Page 1)
cause the grant from the administration will soon be withdrawn. An individual who does
not pay may be prohibited
from attending social functions,
from holding office, or from
joining campus organizations.
This bill was unanimously
passed by the congress. The
final bill of the night was authored by Charles McAree, who
asked for the formation of a
committee to discuss the possibility of an All-College-Weekend in the fall under the auspices of the SC. "The fall season is conspicuous for its lack
of dances, for day students
particularly," McAree observed.
Matt Barry, acting freshman
representative,
introduced a
resolution calling for freshman
elections in the spring to be
held after the other elections
to instill spirit and set an example to the freshmen in the
future. He felt that this would
show them the way, prevent
the dangers and pitfalls which
plagued this year's freshman
class. The bill was defeated on
the grounds that it could be
called coddling the freshman,
and that by then they would
already have one election behind them.

FRIARS C L U B
(Continued from Page 1)
The new members were elected
from nominations made by the
present seniors and juniors,
on the basis of the newcomers'
performances,
school spirit,
etc., throughout the year.
At the same time Rev. Herman Schneider, O.P., moderator
of the Club, thanked retiring
president Harry Lyttle and the
other seniors for their support
during the past year. Plans
were made for a banquet scheduled for May 19. Further details will be posted on the
Friars bulletin board.

SAMMARTINO
Manufacturing Jewelers
for 42 years
Diamonds H a l f Price
1468 Elm wood Ave.
Tel. ELmhursr 1-8042

Francis M . Dwyer
Campus representative
OPEN EVENINGS
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FROSH BASEBALL
(Continued from Page 8)
eighth victory of the year as
he set down Dean Junior College on four hits in the course
of an 11-1 victory Frese did not
give up an earned run and
struck out seven hatters us be
won
his second game of the
year
Many Hitlers
Hitting honors were well distributed among the freshmen
with Wally Minot the only one
to collect two safeties An
eight run rally in the seventh
inning clinched the verdict for
Providence who led by only 2-1
going into that frame

NEWPORT CREAMERY
ICE

610 Smith Street
CREAM FOUNTAIN
SANDWICHES

CARROLL'S
COMMENTS

The
day before. Holy Cross
College reversed an earlier defeat and snapped a seven game
winning streak as they defeated Providence 4-1 behind
the four hit pitching of Carl
S/rims
Jim
llodgkins failed to go
the distance for the second
time in a row as the Crusader
freshmen slammed him for four
runs and seven hits in four
and two-thirds innings. Milt
Bell took over for the slim lefthander in the fifth inning and
limited the Cross to one hit the
rest of the game. It was the
second consecutive game that
Bell had taken over for Hodg
kins and shut out the opposition. Nanai, Izzi and Joe Murray were the only Friars to hit
safely off Szeigis. with Nanai
collecting two hits in as many
official trips.

By JIM C A R R O L L
After dropping their eleventh consecutive ballgame. Providence College's varsity baseball team had
something to look forward to anyway. There are only
three more games remaining on the schedule.
, . S . r .,JX
_
*
P'tchers pitch, the
1 n u
hitters fail to hit.
l
Murray s club slaved off every
Hendricken Field was the
attempt by the University of sight of several fine pitching
Rhode Isand to hand them the performances during the last
ball game and managed to keep two weeks A week ago, Provtheir losing streak alive, but
only after a strenuous thirteen idence's Jim Brennan hooked
up with Bob Defino of Holy
inning struggle.
Cross in a pitching duel that
It seems that the Friars attracted the largest crowd of
are having an extremely dif- the year to Hendricken
ficult time combining effecBrennan was the losing
tive pitching and satisfactory
hitting in the same ballgame. hurler in the 4-1 decision but
When the hitters hit, the nevertheless contributed nine
pitchers don't pitch and innings of stout pitching. The
sophomore
righthander
was
bested by the Crusader's Defino who limited PC to only
four hits. Despite the loss, the
game was one of the best team
efforts of the long and dismal
season.
Earlier in the week,, freshman
Mike Trodden unfurled
a masterful handcuffing of
the Quonset Fliers as he set
Ihe servicemen down for nine
Innings without a single hit.
Trodden spired his no-hit effort by injecting fifteen
strikeouts and giving up only
one base on balls.
Trodden, who last year
starred for Tolman High while
winning All-State honors, allowed only two men to reach
base in the game The feat was
even more worthwhile when
one considers that for all nine
innings Trodden was working
without any runs to back him
up The Providence Frosh won
the game 1-0 by scoring in the
bottom of the ninth
As •( late, there has been
quite a bit of murmuring going on here at PC concerning the posihle beginning of
a soccer team. However,,
nothing constructive has been
done to hasten (he appearance of this sport on the
athletic agenda. Without this
first definite step, nothing
can develope toward the attainment of such a goal.
1
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The
baseball season of
Providence College comes to
a weary end this week as the
Friars face three opponents
at h o m e at Hendricken
Field.

Where
You
ALWAYS
Shop
With
Confidence
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PC Succumbs As Usual,
Extends Streak To Eleven
A n excitini; baseball game lumed inti> a comedy of errors as the Ham- of the
1'niversity of Rhode Island emerged with a thirteen inning l-:t win over the hapless
varsity baseball forces of Coach Bob Murray at Meade Field in Kingston lasl Saturdav.
In their previous four outings, the d i a m o n d m e n had fourth and seventh innings of a
i been shaded 8-7 bv Northeastern, edged 5-4 bv Boston game played at BU field. In the
College, defeated 4-1 by Holy Cross, a n d trounced 16-2
' "»»ings in which the
bv Boston Universitv. W i t h two out i n the last of the Terriers came to the plate they
FROSH'S FIRST BAGGER. A1 Izzi is shown in action above
managed to score 1, 3, 5, 2, 1,
12th, only one runner on base,
with his potent bal and slick maneuvering: around first base.
and 4 runs to amass a total
ahead by a score of 3-1. it apIzzi is one of the leading reasons for the creditable 9-2 slate
which would have done credit
thus far.
peared that victory was immito the Bostonians' grid forces
nent and the PC losing streak
last fall.
would end al ten.
Weak Hilling
URI Ties Score
Meanwhile, in the Providence
The URI batter, a fellow by
half of the innings, runners
the name of Bob Peltier, lashed
seemed to have difficulties geta long drive to right center.
ting beyond first base PC
The runner scored, but Peltier
scored their only two runs of
who was into third safely, didn't
the game in the ninth inning.
slop. He should have been deadDon Mezzanotte and Red Maer than the proverbial doornail
loney opened the inning with
Sailing in championship competition. Providence at the plate, but the throw from
back-to-back singles and an erCollege's sailing team was defeated by Brown Univer- third to the plate was a few
ror allowed Joe Cafarella to
feet
too
high
The
game
was
Itty in a protested race held at the R. I. Yacht Club
reach first, loading the bases.
tied and the comedy was underSunday.
way.
A wild pickoff attempt by the
—COWL.I010
by
Pctcricn
Skippering the two PC dinCommodore Gene Healey said
BU catcher allowed two runs (o
Monday nighl that a protest, en- ghys were Ben Healey and Paul
The second Rhode Island out
JIM BRENNAN
score, but hurler Dave Pollim
tered by Providence skipper Ben Hackelt. Tom Sheridan man- of the 13th set the stage for Act
served up a strikeout and a
Healey, had been thrown out by ned Healey's boat while John II. A 375 foot home run could instead it put runners on first
double play ball to end the inthe race committee on a de- Dunn filled out Hackett's crew. have ended the game nicely, but and second. Here, a base hit
ning and the game.
Meeting Scheduled
cision reached Sunday eveit didn't. Tony Rao. who inci- could have ended the game
Last Wednesday at Hendricknicely,
but
it
didn't.
It
took
two
ning. The protest was based on
C o m m o d o r e Healey an- dentally pitched 13 innings of
the claim thai Brown had hit nounced that a meeling of all fine baseball for the Rams en i wild pitches to bring down the en Field, the Friars lost to Holy
the starting marker in one of interested in the sailing club route to victory, was hit by a final curtain on the 11th loss of Cross by a score of 4-1 via more
the baseball season. In a row, conventional methods. Ahead by
the races.
and its activities would be held pitched ball. Then a popup to
a score of 1-0 at the end of four
Brown won the championship on May 20 in Harkins Hal). the infield could have sent the too.
Jim Riordan and Denny Gui- innings, the diamondmen saw
by edging Providence 33 to 29. Room 304, at 7:00 p.m. Healey game into the 14th inning, but
their lead dissolve when Bernie
mares
had
combined
to
give
the
Other scores of participating stated that he felt a "large
, Friars the lead in the top of Leonard blasted a three run
schools were Rhode Island turnout at this meeting could
the 12th Riordan led off with homer over the right-center
School of Design's 27 poinl total be a decisive factor" in the
j a triple and, after Warren Howe field fence to provide all the
and the 23 points scored by the clubs determined drive toward
I drew a base on balls, Guimares runs that Bob Defino needed as
University of Rhode Island. In varsity recognition and finanhe twirled a neat four-hitter.
brought Riordan across the plate
Ihc event of a reversal of the cial backing on the part of coli with a well executed squeeze
The failure to produce runs
protest decision by the NFISA, lege officials. Healey added that
'
play.
A
wind-blown
triple
by
resulted in a loss for pitcher
Providence will retain its cham- the public was cordially invited
pionship, won last fait, by the to this meeting.
G. Ronald Grenier h a s Bob Plante resulted in another Jim Brennan who pitched an
been elected captain of the run. giving Providence a 3-1 outstanding game The only
COUQt of 30 to 29.
three runs which the Cross
lead.
Providence
College
Rifle
team for the coming season, | A day earlier, the Friars shut scored were the result of one
announced
Coach
M/Sgt. out Boston University in the bad pitch lo Leonard.
Ronald Orchard Monday.
Grenier, a junior from
Cumberland, Rhode Island,
was a letter winning member of the varsity team for
the past two seasons. He also
Bob Ruggeri. Jim Swartz, ly lo the outstanding varsity
was a member of the chamand Joe Barile were among the baseball plaver by the Friars
pionship team which won
up his third victory of Ihc year.
seniors honored at the annual Club.
the William Randolph Hearst
I.'/: collected two hits and
Mal Brown Club Awards dinner
Team trophy. In that imBaseball Captain
contributed
an
unassisted
at the Metacomet Country Club
portant match, Grenier fired
double play as well as an assist
Guglielmo. captain of the PC
Nichols
Junior
College
last Thursday night.
a 186, turning in his outon two other double plays in
nine during the present season,
handed the Providence Col- (he well played encounter. He
standing performance of the
A former Friar court captain won the New Haven Club award
year.
lege
freshman
baseball scored the first PC run in the
who led the Black and White in given to an outstanding senior
team its second loss of the fifth ining. coming across on Al
Ihc 1942 campaign, Chet Zabek, baseball player.
The captain-elect, a busiSenior basketball performer.
season Monday
as they Nanai s single.
won the Mal Brown Club Award
ness major, is also a member
for
the outstanding alumni Dick Bessette, was awarded the
Trodden Wild
of the Providence College
trounced the Frosh 14-4 in
Newport Club Trophy.
coach of the year.
Trodden was not as effective
ROTC Rifle Team. He starred
a Hendricken
Field
enJim Flanagan, rifle team capas he had been in previous
on the range for the St. counter.
Pre Med Student
starts. He allowed only four
Raphael Academy team in
Ruggeri, a senior pre-medical tain, accepted the Rhode Island
Nichols found
Mill
Bell,
high school and was an outstudent, won the Joseph V . Mc- intercollegiate rifle championpreviously
undefeated
rightstanding fu. i for the PC
Andrew Memorial Trophy. He ship trophy won by the rifle
hander,
an
easy
touch
and
freshman team two years ago.
garnered the honor given to the team during the past season.
scored six runs in the first inGrenier succeeds Jim Flantop student-athlete by serving
agan, who captained
(he ning. Bell was relieved without
as co-captain of the cross-coun- Bamberger Leads
team to their successful sea- retiring a batter and all six
try team in addition to being
runs were charged to him.
son this year.
In Road Races
an outstanding student.
Bell's relievers. George Frese
While announcing the reBasketball caplain Jim Swartz
In connection with the Woonand Tom Fay, also proved to be
collected two awards, the Cran- socket Mardi Gras celebration, sults of the election, Orchard
no problem for the Nichols
also
released
the
information
ston Club Award as the out- a New England A At championthat the Rifle team's annual batsmen as they pounded out
standing senior athlete and the ship road race will be held on
outing will be held this Sat- seventeen hits and collected
New Haven Club Award as the Sunday. May 17.
urday. The
ii
will be eight walks.
outstanding senior basketball
Running for PC in this road
Evans Rig Hilter
player.
event will be Bob Bamberger, held in the afternoon on the
For Providence, Joe Evans
Barile, who during the past speedster
from
Portsmouth, picnic grounds in Lincoln
did most of the hitting as he
M\is.>n became the first hockey New Hampshire. He will finish, Woods.
belted out a double, triple and
player in the history of the along with the rest of the ena single in five trips and also
school to score 100 points in a tries, with two and one-half laps
—<"•.'.:.:•••• by Ptterien
batted in the first PC run. A l
varsity hockey career, also col- on the thirteen-sixteenths of a
JOE EVANS
lzzi, slick fielding first baselected two awards. He received mile Lincoln track
VARSITY G A M E S man,
also
had
two
hits
and
the Kent County Club trophy,
In a previous appearance last
Tomorrow,
the
Varsity knocked in two runs. Izzi hits but walked six men. Only
which is given to the top hockey Saturday, May 9, Bamberger
faces Springfield College. reached base every time he one of the runs counted against
player, and the New Haven Club finished a strong fourth in the
him was earned however and
went to bat on twu hits, a walk
Award which goes to the out- second annual Chicopce Falls Saturday, the University of
over the last five innings, the
Rhode Island will provide and an error.
standing senior hockey player. 12 1 2 mile road race Running
righthander allowed the Ramthe
opposition and
next
Pitchers Bob Plante and Joe the distance in a solid 71:22, Tuesday, Coach Bob Murray
Last Saturday, Izzi belted a lets only one hit, a seventh inGuglielmo each won awards for Sophomore Pat Stewart posted
game winning, three run homer ning triple by Ron Stenhouse,
will see his team wind up
their mound proficiency during a fifteenth place position for their disappointing season in the eighth inning to give the his oposing pitcher
their baseball careers at Smith Providence in the Westerly race, against Assumption College
Frosh a 6-3 victory over the
Thursday.
George
Frese
Hill Plante won the Paul Regan being awarded a belt for his ef- of Worcester. Mass.
University of Rhode Island and hurled the baby Friars to their
Memorial Trophy, given annual- forts.
enabled Mike Trodden to pick
(Continued on Page 7)
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Sailors Protest Defeat
As Brown Takes Verdict

;

Ron G r e n i e r C h o s e n
Rifle Team C a p t a i n

1

Seniors Given Awards
A t Mai Brown Dinner

FROSH S H O W 9-2 RECORD

Trodden Leads
Pitching Stars

